We describe a formalization of the meta-mathematics of programming in a higher-order logical calculus as a means to create veri ably correct implementations of program synthesis tools. Using re ected notions of programming concepts we can specify the actions of synthesis methods within the object language of the calculus and prove formal theorems about their behavior. The theorems serve as derived inference rules implementing the kernel of these methods in a exible, safe, e cient and comprehensible way. We demonstrate the advantages of using formal mathematics in support of program development systems through an example in which we formalize a strategy for deriving global search algorithms from formal speci cations.
Introduction
For more than twenty years commercial software production has been in a state of endemic crisis. The crisis is caused by the property which makes software attractive: the complexity of behavior that can be produced. Its e ects manifest themselves in the cost of software over its life cycle, emphasized by the fall in hardware cost, and the lack of con dence in software, which limits the extent to which digital control is adopted in safety-critical areas. Since the emergence of the crisis attempts have been undertaken to develop techniques for a production of reliable software. To a large extent programming has been identi ed as a reasoning process on the basis of knowledge of various kinds, an activity in which people tend to make a lot of mistakes. Therefore it is desirable to provide machine support for software development and to develop tools for knowledge based software engineering. Besides obtaining an accurate statement of the requirements this means synthesizing computer code from formal speci cations. Since computerized reasoning can handle only formal objects this requires a formalization of all kinds of programming knowledge. Research in the eld of program synthesis is active in two areas: investigations into logical calculi which support such a formalization of programming knowledge and synthesis strategies which generate programs from speci cations.
Many formal calculi are, at least in principle, powerful enough to express all of mathematics and programming (see e.g. 15, 4, 7, 5, 23] ). But there remains a problem of expressiveness in practical applications. Inference steps in these logics operate on a very low level and make program derivations long and di cult to comprehend. It is almost impossible for a human programmer to guide formal derivations which cannot 76 Formal Mathematics for Veri ably Correct Program Synthesis be found automatically. Therefore, less rigorous methods are used when developing strategies. During the last decades many approaches (see e.g. 9, 16, 17, 2, 25] ) have been implemented and tested successfully for a number of examples. The KIDS system 25, 28 ] is believed to be close to the point where it can be used to develop small routine programs. But while the theoretical foundations of these strategies are thoroughly investigated their implementations are created`ad hoc' rather than systematically. It is not clear how the systems re ect these foundations. Instead, program synthesizers have the same problems as conventional software: only specialists are able to handle them properly, unexpected errors occur, and after a while they become di cult to maintain and modify (cf. experiences reported in 18]). Most researchers are aware of these inadequacies but shy away from the amount of labour which is necessary to overcome them.
So far the most fruitful approach to bridge the gap between formal deduction and complex applications has been that of tactics, rst introduced in Edinburgh LCF 8] , and since adopted in many other systems (see e.g. 19, 4, 20, 3, 11] ). Here deductive methods are written as meta-programs guiding the application of inference rules. Tactics are a means to combine the advantages of formality with those of high-level methods. However, all programming knowledge (about the strategies they perform and the kind of results they generate) is implicitly contained in the code which makes maintenance and modi cations of deductive systems still very complicated. Thus the construction of exible program synthesizers whose derivations are both correct and comprehensible for programmers is still an unsolved problem in both arti cial intelligence and software engineering.
We believe that a solution to this problem should be approached by specifying the actions of program derivation methods in a comprehensible but completely formal logical language and proving formalized theorems about their behavior. This would allow to combine the strengths of human programmers and computers { creativity and intelligence on one side and a capability for complex formal reasoning without errors on the other { for the development of exible and reliable software. Since the current level of abstraction in formal calculi is too low for this purpose one should rst raise this level to one that can be handled by human programmers and then specify program-synthesizing strategies on that level.
These goals can be achieved by a rigorous formalization of all relevant programming knowledge { about various domains of discourse as well as about program construction methods { in terms of mathematical de nitions and theorems which can be veri ed with a computerized proof system. In other words, one should raise the level of abstraction in formal reasoning by completely formalizing the object-and meta-theory of programming within the object language of some logical calculus. Formal de nitions (i.e. mathematical abbreviations) should be used to represent concepts from various domains of discourse as well as (re ected notions of) programming concepts. Formal meta-theorems 1 should be used to make explicit semantic knowledge about program derivation methods, which currently is hidden within the implementation code of synthesis strategies. This allows formal reasoning about the behavior of derivation methods and provides a means for generating exible, veri ably correct, and e cient implementations.
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Although such a rigorous approach can rely on several well-known theoretical insights and techniques it requires a great amount of work before practical results will show up. Nevertheless it seems to be the only way to overcome the current di culties. Making semantic knowledge about a deductive method explicit helps to separate it from purely syntactical search techniques. Thus writing tactics can be reduced to encoding methods to search for applicable theorems. Another advantage is that the mathematical language makes it possible to integrate approaches to program synthesis which currently appear to be incomparable. Furthermore, the gap between formal and`humanly comprehensible' reasoning can be bridged by expressing formal theorems in a programmer's terminology.
In Kre90] we have begun the formalization of basic programming concepts and shown how the synthesis paradigms of proofs-as-programs and synthesis by transformations are re ected in such a framework. Since then we have re ned our approach by elaborating a formal meta-theory of programming and begun an implementation with the NuPRL proof development system 4]. We have investigated translations between synthesis paradigms and represented synthesis strategies of the systems LOPS 2] and KIDS 26, 27, 28] . The results, which are presented in detail in the author's technical report 14] , show that a rigorous approach does in fact lead to safe and e cient program synthesis systems.
In this presentation we want to demonstrate that it is possible to represent enough re ected semantics in an already-existing system to make deductive methods more rigorous in a practical setting and to show the advantages of using formal mathematics as a foundation for program synthesis. Section 2 summarizes the basic concepts of the formal theory of programming. Section 3 describes how to represent deductive techniques by formal theorems. In section 4 we demonstrate the capabilities of our approach by a concrete formalization of a strategy for designing global search algorithms. We conclude with a few remarks on improvements achieved and future prospects for using formal mathematics in automated software development.
Representing programming concepts by formal de nitions
The formal theory of programming is structured like a typical mathematical textbook: rst basic concepts and notations are de ned and then lemmata and theorems are developed. The only di erence is that all de nitions are expressed as abbreviations for terms of some logical calculus and all theorems have to be proven in that calculus. This allows one to`implement' the theory presented on paper without any modi cations by using a proof system for the underlying calculus. As a basic calculus we have selected the formulation of intuitionistic type theory 15] used by the NuPRL proof development system 4]. Type theory already provides formalizations of a constructive higher order logic and low level constructs such as integers, strings, (recursive) function spaces, products, sums, lists, etc. as well as the corresponding type constructors. Conservative extensions of the formal language can be introduced by de nitional equality (which roughly corresponds to a text macro):
textual representation of the new object formal representation in type theory We use typewriter font to denote formal expressions (important keywords will be written in sans serif) and math-font to highlight formal parameters in a de nition. To represent the objects of programming we had to extend the basic language by a collection of de nitions for data types in general as well as operations on boolean expressions, natural numbers, nite sets, nite sequences, and nite maps. Some of these operations like can be de ned polymorphically while operations like 2 depend strongly on an equality decision procedure = on the underlying data type 2 . Formally, they have to receive as parameter in an index if the theory shall be handled by a computer system. When being displayed on a computer screen, however, they should be suppressed because they make formal theorems somewhat di cult to read. Since the NuPRL system (version 4) supports such a exible display form we shall omit the indices from now on. Figure 1 lists and explains the extensions used in this paper. Further ones (about 120) as well as the formal de nitions and a few hundred lemmata stating their essential properties can be found in full detail in the author's technical report 14]. The resulting mathematical language serves both as speci cation and programming language. To support reasoning about speci cations, programs, correctness, and program derivations we have formalized the corresponding classes in terms of appropriate higher order data types called SPEC and PROGRAMS. A program speci cation provides a declarative description of the problem. It consists of a domain type D, a range type R, a predicate I restricting D to legal inputs, and a predicate O relating input and feasible output. A program contains both a speci cation and a program body which operationally describes an algorithm. The latter is a partial function from the domain D to the range R (denoted by D6 !R). A program p is correct if the declarative speci cation and the operational program body describe the same behavior: for each given legal input x the computation of body(x) terminates and yields a feasible output value z satisfying the relation O(x,z). We also say that body computes the speci cation and de ne a speci cation to be satis able if there is a program body which computes it. Satis ability of speci cations is the key notion for program synthesis. Due to the constructivity of the logic proving the existence of a program body computing a given speci cation is the same as proving that such a body can be constructed. Therefore Proving satis ability of a given speci cation is the same as deriving a program for it.
Representing deductive techniques by formal metatheorems
Synthesizing a veri ably correct program requires the application of formal deductions. While most deductive systems restrict themselves to`low-level steps' like elementary inference rules or lemmata about domain knowledge, systems aiming at 80 Formal Mathematics for Veri ably Correct Program Synthesis real applications like program synthesis must be able to cooperate with a user. Thus there is a need for inferences corresponding to programming concepts or synthesis methods as a whole. To ensure the correctness of such`high-level' deductions we have to formalize their essential parts as meta-theorems about a method. Formal metatheorems therefore play a key role in the formulation of deductive systems which are safe, e cient and comprehensible.
Except for the fact that its variables must be quanti ed and typed a formal metatheorem is almost identical to its informal counterpart. The following theorem, for instance, deals with the well-known relation between program synthesis and proving a`speci cation theorem'. 2. A justi cation of the derivation method is provided by the proof of a meta-theorem. It shows that it is in fact su cient to solve certain subgoals (i.e. to prove the speci cation theorem) in order to nd a solution for the initial goal (i.e. to derive a program satisfying the speci cation). Thus proving theorem 3.1 yields a formal justi cation of the (re ected) proofs-as-programs paradigm in program synthesis. 3. A formal proof of a theorem is much more than just a proof that a certain statement is correct. Its realization with a computerized proof system like NuPRL also provides the basis for a veri ed`implementation' of a high-level inference rule which corresponds to derivation method represented by a formal meta-theorem. Theorem 3.1, for instance, can be viewed as top-down inference rule applicable to goals of the form`derive a program satisfying a speci cation spec'. To execute this rule one simply has to match the left hand side of the equivalence against the actual goal, instantiate the variables accordingly and { applying modus ponens { replace the goal by the instantiated right hand side (it is easy to write a tactic which performs these steps). The result of applying theorem 3.1 would thus be a speci cation theorem corresponding to the initial speci cation. Using formal meta-theorems as derived inference rules leads to a signi cant eciency improvement of the reasoning process, particularly if the theorem describes rather complex insights as in the case of theorem 4.12. Whereas a derivation without the theorem would have to execute all the steps which were necessary to prove the theorem beforehand, the same can be achieved nearly in constant time if the theorem is used as an inference rule. Thus elaborating the computerized proof of a meta-theorem beforehand { once and for all { takes most of the proof burden out of the synthesis process to be performed at derivation time. 4 . In many theorems the proof contains an additional computational meaning. Realizing theorem 3.1, for instance, does not only justify the correctness of the proofs-as-programs principle but also describes how to transform a proof of a specication theorem into a correct program solving the initial speci cation. Thus a formal meta-theorem also yields a veri ed algorithm construction method which constructs an algorithmic solution for its`main goal' from partial solutions for the preconditions. This method, which corresponds to a validation of the top-down inference rule described by the theorem, is represented by a program term which can be extracted from the proof. This means that using formal meta-theorems within a synthesis process can also lead to a signi cant e ciency improvement of the generated code compared to algorithms extracted from`pure' synthesis proofs 24, 10, 22] . Theorems like theorem 4.12 contain complex algorithms which have been introduced and veri ed explicitly in their formal proofs in order to support a synthesis of e cient programs without having to execute long and complex derivations.
In principle, all these aspects are inherently contained in all constructive formal theories. Meta-theorems do in fact`behave' like primitive inference rules of NuPRL`s type theory 4]. The true advantage of formulating and proving meta-theorems is, however, that one can turn an existing general inference system like NuPRL into a high level reasoning system specialized in the area of program development.
Within such a specialized system both the synthesis process and the generated programs will be much more e cient since a program derivation will proceed in highlevel steps which are related to a programmer's way of reasoning. Thus it will be easier for a human programmer who is not a logician as well to guide the synthesis process in order to generate veri ably correct programs. Furthermore it will be possible to provide automatic support for retrieving applicable theorems even if the system's knowledge base of meta-theorems is large since due to the type restrictions on the parameters there will only be a small number of theorems which t the syntactical requirements of a particular situation.
In the rest of this paper we shall focus our attention on meta-theorems about schematic solutions for a given problem. Using algorithm schemata for the development of programs makes the derivation process very e cient and can result in e cient and well-structured programs. On the other hand a schema may not be applicable at all or lead to very poor solutions. Thus strategies based on algorithm schemata can be an extremely powerful tool for program synthesis but they must be properly guided. It is the user who has to select the scheme while the system has to check the prerequisites that make it applicable and perform the elementary steps to instantiate it.
Our technique of representing deductive methods by formal meta-theorems can particularly well be illustrated by this kind of strategies. Much knowledge is required to justify the application of an e cient algorithm schema to a given problem and it is nearly impossible to verify such an algorithm during the derivation process. However, since correctness does not depend on the individual instantiation of the algorithm one can prove a separate theorem about the prerequisites under which the schema can be applied correctly. A design strategy can then be based on such a theorem.
The idea of developing synthesis strategies on the basis of parameterized theorems about schematic solutions to a given synthesis problem is not entirely new. Many algorithm design tactics successfully used in the KIDS system 26, 27, 25, 28, 29] rely Formal Mathematics for Veri ably Correct Program Synthesis on theorems of that kind. However, the knowledge contained in these theorems had to be incorporated by hand into the implemented design strategy and there is always a chance for errors and omissions.
Our approach has the advantage that the theorems are proven with the same computerized inference system which is used for designing programs. Therefore they are directly { i.e. without further encodings { applicable as key inference rule of a synthesis strategy. This drastically reduces the need for hand-coded algorithm design tactics. Furthermore the proof system makes sure that theorems will always be applied correctly or not at all. Thus we gain both e ciency and safety. We shall demonstrate this advantage by an example formalization of a synthesis strategy for the development of so-called global-search algorithms. This formalization is based on an algorithm design tactic developed for the KIDS System and shows that by a rigorous mathematical formalization one can create e cient implementations of synthesis methods which guide derivations within an interactive and tactics supported program development system.
Synthesis of global search algorithms
Solving a problem by enumerating candidate solutions is a well-known concept in computer science. Global search is a method which generalizes binary search, backtracking, branch-and-bound, and others. The basic idea is to manipulate sets of candidates. Starting from an initial set containing all solutions a global search algorithm repeatedly extracts candidate solutions, splits sets into subsets, and eliminates sets via lters until no sets remain to be split. Sets of candidates are represented by descriptors and a satisfaction predicate determines when a candidate solution is in the set denoted by a descriptor.
A careful analysis of the general structure of global search algorithms and the conditions under which such algorithms meet their speci cations (see 27]) has shown that besides a speci cation spec = h hD, R, I, Oi i the following components are essential: The collection of these components is called a global search theory. In addition necessary lters (predicates on D S) can improve the e ciency of global search algorithms by eliminating space descriptors which do not contain feasible solutions. Given these components one can describe the general structure of global search algorithms by the following pair of programs. 
SYNTHESIS OF GLOBAL SEARCH ALGORITHMS
In other words, a global search program F calls on input x the auxiliary function F aux with the initial space, if the lter holds. F aux unions the set of all feasible solutions which can directly be extracted from a space s and the union of all solutions recursively found in spaces t that are obtained by splitting s and applying the lter . Note that is an input invariant of F aux . Four requirements must be satis ed in order to guarantee the (partial) correctness of the above program.
1. For all legal inputs x 2 D satisfying I(x) the initial space descriptor s 0 (x) must be meaningful, 2. splitting must map a meaningful space descriptor into a set of meaningful ones, 3. all feasible solutions must be contained in the initial space described by s 0 (x), 4. an output object z:R is in the set denoted by the descriptor s:S if and only if z can be extracted after nitely many applications of split to s where a k-fold iteration of split is de ned by split 0 (x,s) = fsg and split k+1 (x,s) = S fsplit k (x,t)|t 2split(x,s)g
Termination is guaranteed if meaningful space descriptors can be split only nitely many times. A global search theory is called well-founded if it has this property. In 27] it has been shown that well-founded global search theories satisfying the four axioms lead to provably correct global search algorithms of the above kind. This theorem, together with a mechanism for re ning a prede ned global search theory in order to make it applicable to a given speci cation, forms the basis of a powerful strategy for designing global search algorithms. The strategy requires only very few elementary global search theories to perform its task and is able to solve most of the programming problems approached in the eld of program synthesis so far. It has even been demonstrated in 28] that the strategy is capable to solve a real programming problem whose solution had not been found long before.
Because of a hand-written procedural encoding, however, the implemented strategy does not check well-foundedness and derives global search algorithms even if the theorems supporting it are not applicable anymore. A user unaware of this fact may create nonterminating programs by selecting the wrong lters. Despite of its thorough theoretical foundation the implementation code of the strategy does not guarantee that the generated algorithm is correct. Obviously such omissions can be resolved once they have been discovered. But there remains a principal problem if synthesis strategies are implemented by hand: even if the encoding is done with great care there will always be a chance for errors in the implementation code of the system.
We have overcome this problem by a rigorous mathematical formalization of the knowledge contained in the derivation strategy. This formalization showed, that a few additions and re nements of the strategy described in 27] are necessary to make meta-theorems directly applicable for designing veri ed global search algorithms. The well-foundedness property, for instance, would put an extreme burden on the inference mechanism if it had to be proven at derivation time. Since some of the most important global search theories are not well-founded we added the concept of well-foundedness lters, i.e. lters which are guaranteed to make a global search theory well-founded. We have shown that well-foundedness lters can be re ned together with a given 84 Formal Mathematics for Veri ably Correct Program Synthesis global search theory and thus provided the basis for an improved version of Smith's algorithm design strategy: the problems which have to be solved during a derivation are simpler and the implementation is guaranteed to be correct. This shows that a faithful formalization of standard programming concepts and strategies within a completely formal system is possible and that a major source for possible mistakes when transforming theoretical insights into implemented code of strategies can be eliminated through a rigorous use of formal mathematics. Formal proofs, because of their length, will be omitted. A reader interested in details may consult 14].
GS-theories
In order to reason about global search algorithms we have represented the concept of global search theories by a class GS of all objects G consisting of a speci cation spec = h hD,R,I,Oi i and the additional components S, J, s 0 , sat, split, ext. Such an object is a GS-theory (i.e. a global search theory) if its components satisfy the four axioms. It is well-founded if split can be iterated only nitely many times. The iteration split k of split is de ned by formal induction. As an example which we shall later use in the derivation of the Costas arrays algorithm in example 4.13 we introduce a global search theory called gs seq over set( ). It enumerates all the sequences over a given nite set S of elements from the type by considering sets of sequences with a common pre x. These spaces are described by their greatest common pre x V which makes it possible to represent splitting by appending an element from S onto the end of a descriptor. Extracting sequences from a space means selecting its descriptor V. We display the GS-theory by assigning values 4. SYNTHESIS OF GLOBAL SEARCH ALGORITHMS 85 to the individual components (instead of using a 10-tuple). 
Filters
The theory gs seq over set( ) presented above is not well-founded since the splitoperation is not bounded. Therefore it cannot be used for algorithm construction unless well-foundedness can be ensured by other means. An investigation of all examples where this theory has successfully been used showed that well-foundedness comes in through the lter. Thus lters not only improve the e ciency of global-search algorithms but can also turn non-terminating algorithms into terminating ones. To make use of this insight when reasoning about global search algorithms we introduce a new concept of well-foundedness lters (wf-lters) for a given global search theory G = h hh hD,R,I,Oi i, S, J, s 0 , sat, split, exti i.
We de ne Filters(G) to be the class of predicates on D S. A lter is necessary for G if search spaces containing feasible solutions always survive ltering. is a well-foundedness lter for G if it can turn the split operation into a well-founded one. The modi ed split operation will be denoted by split . For the theory gs seq over set( ) there are three obvious possibilities to limit splitting. One may put upper bounds to the length of the descriptor or eliminate descriptors which contain duplicate elements.
None of the three lters is necessary for gs seq over set( ). They must be chosen depending on the problem to which gs seq over set( ) shall be applied and will turn into necessary ones after specialization (see section 4.3).
Obviously any lter is a wf-lter for a GS-theory G if G is already well-founded. Otherwise a necessary wf-lter can turn G into a well-founded GS-theory through exchanging split by split . Using this insight we can prove an improved and completely formal version of Smith's main theorem 27, theorem 1]: GS-theories (which may not be well-founded themselves) together with necessary well-foundedness lters contain all the information required to construct provably correct algorithms. The proof of part 1 of this theorem is a straightforward but lengthy exercise in formal reasoning. Proving the second part is more di cult. The proof of 27, theorem 1] uses xed point theory and cannot be formalized straightforwardly since there are no inference rules about xed points. We therefore had to introduce a lemma about the result of a computation depending on the number i of split operations involved until termination 3 and to prove it formally by induction. Since it would take more than 5 pages to present the formal proof we refer the reader interested in details to 14, Appendix C.5].
4.3 Specializing a known global search theory Theorem 4.6 can be used for synthesizing a given speci cation if we can provide an appropriate GS-theory which extends it. In order to nd such a GS-theory we need a method for constructing it from an already known GS-theory like gs seq set( ). This can be done by reducing the speci cation to the speci cation part of the GStheory, deriving a substitution from this reduction, and specializing the GS-theory to one extending the speci cation. To perform these steps we introduce a few de nitions which are straightforward formalizations of the corresponding concepts in 27]. Thus a speci cation spec reduces to spec' with if spec' modi ed by is a generalization of spec (i.e. both input and output conditions are weaker). To nd such a substitution relating a given pair of speci cations we may either rely on user interaction { where the user applies an`understanding' of speci cation reductions and considers correspondences between the two domains { or on a proof tactic which has to show that spec reduces to spec'. According to the proofs-as-programs paradigm (theorem 3.1) such a proof yields the desired substitution. Using we can specialize a GS-theory G to a GS-theory G (spec) which extends spec, provided spec reduces to the speci cation part of G. In the same way, a lter can be specialized to a lter . By specializing a known global search theory G to the GS-theory G (spec) we obviously get an extension of the speci cation spec. To make sure that this extension leads to veri ably correct global search algorithms we have to show that all the important properties are preserved during specialization: specialization turns GS-theories into GS-theories and preserves well-foundedness. Together with a small library of standard GS-theories and wf-lters and a tactic for proving speci cation reductions theorem 4.10 can be used to create a GS-theory G which extends a given speci cation and a wf-lter for it. After this step one only has to check whether is also necessary for G . If this is the case, theorem 4.6 can be applied to generate a veri ably correct program. To improve the e ciency of the resulting program one may re ne by adding further conditions which follow from the existence of a value z satisfying sat(z,s)^O(x,z). This step, which results in an additional necessary lter for G , does not a ect well-foundedness and can be performed heuristically. All these insights lead to a single theorem which can easily be applied within a program derivation strategy. It improves the ones given in 27] since its requirements for generating veri ed global search algorithms are weaker. is correct The proof follows essentially from theorems 4.6 and 4.10.
Formalizing a theorem about program construction methods makes sense only if it is to be used within a computerized proof system ensuring its correct application to a given problem. A strategy suggested by the formulation of theorem 4.11 would lead to forward reasoning within a program derivation process and would have to determine values for all the parameters of theorem 4.11 to make it applicable. To support a more goal-oriented reasoning style we convert the theorem into a version which can directly be applied as a top down inference rule. This theorem states that for creating a veri ably correct global search algorithm for a given speci cation spec 4. SYNTHESIS OF GLOBAL SEARCH ALGORITHMS 89 one has to determine the following parameters: a GS-theory G, a substitution reducing speci cation spec to the speci cation part of G, a wf-lter for G which after being transformed with is necessary for the transformed GS-theory, and an optional necessary lter for the transformed GS-theory. This theorem can easily be proven by applying theorem 4.11 to construct the program body once the parameters G, , and have been determined. It represents a high-level inference rule which can be used e ciently within a program synthesis environment and implicitly contains a method for constructing a veri ably correct global search program 4 for a given speci cation. Applied to a synthesis problem it yields a subgoal which clearly states what remains to be done. A user of the system will thus be able to guide the synthesis process interactively if a solution cannot be found automatically (or if design decisions shall be made). After the subgoal has been proven the proof contains an instantiated version of the program scheme given by theorem 4.11. This program can then be extracted by the system.
One should recall that the transition from the original synthesis problem to the subgoal requiring G, , and is by far the most di cult part of the synthesis process since it contains the implicit creation and veri cation of an e cient global search program. By proving theorem 4.12 within a logical calculus we have separated this task from the derivations to be performed at runtime and solved it once and for all. During a synthesis process the transition can be executed within a single step.
Thus the advantage of formalizing and verifying such a meta-theorem is that it leads to formal program derivations which are veri ably correct, comprehensible for human programmers, and very e cient and generate e cient programs. Furthermore it gives rise to a veri ed implementation of a simple synthesis strategy designing a global search algorithm for a given speci cation spec = h hD,R, I, Oi i. This strategy re nes and improves the one given in 27] since it uses theorem 4.12 as its key component. 
